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W       e know how rigorously you 
control the cleanroom work 
environment to guard against contamination. 
But you may not be aware of all the hidden 
charges seeping into your Cleanroom Uniform 
Rental Program. 
With companies typically spending more 
than $1000 per employee on uniform rentals 
and a workforce numbering in the thousands,       

                        these buried program charges 
  can cost you a bundle.
At Fine Tune, we can help you take control 
over your program expense and recoup 
unnecessary costs. Th rough our expertise in 
structuring and enforcing contracts, detail-driven 
managerial know-how and proprietary analytics, 
we ensure complete program transparency and 
greater cost effi  ciencies.



Loss and ruin charges
Who lost the garment? Was it really ruined? Is normal uniform wear and tear being 
classified as “damaged” so you pay more? Are you paying the right replacement value 
or are you paying a much higher “current value” to get your uniforms replaced? Fine 
Tune has the answers you need.

Garment inventory overcharges
It’s critical for cleanroom garments to be on hand; but do you really need the quantity 
your invoice suggests? And, do you need to stock as many garments as you currently 
have? From Fine Tune’s experience, the answer is definitely no.
 

Inflated prep charges
Sure, the uniform company needs to affix an ID to track the uniforms but do they 
really need to charge up to $4 per garment for this service? Fine Tune can help get 
this charge reduced or eliminated.

Special size charges
Many uniform companies charge extra for so-called “special sizes” like extra-large or 
2x uniforms. But with so many workers wearing 2x, Fine Tune questions whether that 
really constitutes a proper up-charge.

Buy-back provisions
Is a buy-back really necessary? Who defines terms such as “useful life” and “normal 
wear and tear” so you don’t get penalized? Time for Fine Tune to read the fine print.

What’s your exposure to hidden charges?

By focusing on the initial unit price 
of the uniform, it’s easy to lose sight 
of significant up-charges that can 
affect your program’s total cost.  
The variable and discretionary costs 
listed below impact negatively on 
your bottom line. 



What’s your exposure to hidden charges? Fine Tune is a no-cost way to reduce costs
Fine Tune has a proven track record and years of experience managing major and  
national uniform rental programs. We function as your personal advocate, employing  
industry experts to ensure your contracts are best in class. Our proprietary systems can  
analyze your uniform program, then design and administer the program to deliver  
long-term cost efficiencies.

Save 20% - 50% or more with Fine Tune
Fine Tune’s dedicated full-service approach includes initial assessment and benchmarking, 
strategy setting, sourcing and contract negotiations, ongoing auditing and program organization. 
This vigilant full-service approach—every bit as rigorous as your protocols for a sterile 
environment—produces substantial savings and creates a unique advantage for our clients. Cost 
savings of 20% -50% are typical.

If you don’t save, we don’t get a penny
At Fine Tune, we don’t make money unless we save your company money. There are no 
upfront costs or ongoing management fees, and no creative definitions of savings. Our only 
compensation is a portion of the actual hard-dollar savings we deliver. You can’t lose!

For a free assessment, call 1.866.540.8130  
or email contact@finetuneus.com today.

F r e e  R e n t a l  P r o g r a m  A s s e s s m e n t

Contact Fine Tune to set up a FREE assessment. It’s a complete  
top-to-bottom review of your current Clean Room Uniform program. 

We guarantee we’ll identify savings  
to improve your bottom-line.



Since 2002, the industry experts at  
Fine Tune have been working to source, 
negotiate, manage and audit certain 
“nuisance” expense programs for 
companies just like yours. These efforts 
continue to produce the best possible 
terms and the lowest possible costs for 
our clients. Partnering with Fine Tune 
means you are aligning your business 
with high-level industry experts with 
the incentive to reduce your costs.
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